
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 March 2019 

Sunbeam National Meeting 2019 Update 
 

Greetings to all Australian Sunbeam enthusiasts. Time is marching on and our Organising 

Committee would like to provide you with some information about our planning progress, 

and some important news that you need to be aware of. 

 

1. Accommodation at the Hahndorf Resort. 

 

About two-thirds of the accommodation units reserved for our event have been taken up by 

early responders. The remaining third consists mainly of two-bedroom cottages, one of the 

three-bedroom resort houses (maybe you might like to consider a share arrangement), a 

couple of Resort Rooms (motel style), and a couple of “limited mobility” cottages. 

 

It is important that you are aware that there will be a large wedding in 

the Resort’s Conference and Function Centre (separate from any of our 

reserved venues but within the Resort complex) on the same weekend of 

our event, creating a waiting list for accommodation. Come July 1st, any 

of the units set aside for us and not taken up will be released and they 

will be taken up immediately. 

 

The point is, get in now or you will miss out. 

 

2. Saturday night and breakfast meals. 

 

Note the information above regarding the wedding booking.  If you are considering utilising 

the breakfast services at the Three Gums Bistro on Saturday and/or Sunday mornings, you 

must book well ahead. The Bistro is a very popular local breakfast venue and that, in addition 

to full accommodation bookings, means that getting a seat will be a challenge. 

 

Similarly, dinner on Saturday evening is also likely to be heavily booked. (A booking has 

been made for dinner and two breakfasts by a small interstate contingent) 

 

Contact the Three Gums Bistro on 08 8388 1144 Wednesday to Sunday. 

 

3. Shuttle Bus. 

 

You will have read from our Provisional Program that your time on Saturday afternoon and 

evening is completely at your disposal. 
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We will be providing you with some options (e.g., dinner venues, Hahndorf walking 

attractions and some drive runs) in your Welcome Pack. 

 

For your convenience, if you are looking to eat out at one of the many venues in Hahndorf on 

Saturday evening, we have arranged a “mini” shuttle-bus service (three runs into the main 

street from the Resort between 6pm and 6.30pm, and four runs back to the Resort between 

9.00pm and 10.00pm) 

 

4. Registrations. 

 

Of concern is the large number of accommodation bookings compared to the relatively small 

number of Registrations. 

 

It would be helpful if you are planning to attend to please register and include at least a 

deposit so that we can finalise some of our plans, especially venue bookings, with a large 

degree of confidence. Please note that the registration deposit and payment nominated at the 

base of the Application Form are per person – it is not clear on the form. 

 

We understand how the advance time line for registrations is sometimes a little hard to justify 

– just in case if something goes awry with your diary between now and September – but we 

do need to lock in some numbers. 

 

Please be aware that we will always be available to discuss any registration refunds, or part 

thereof depending on the reasons and timing, should your personal circumstances mean that 

you must cancel. 

 

5. New Trophy 

 

We will be introducing a new category/trophy at the Hahndorf National meeting. We thought 

that it would be a nice reward for effort for anyone attending in a newly restored Sunbeam 

but not previously presented for judging at a Sunbeam National meeting. 

 

Please let us know if you are interested in nominating for judging in this category. 

 

6. Fruit Fly Eradication Campaign 

 

It’s early days, but an alert particularly if you are travelling from the east, especially through 

Bordertown. The S.A. Department of Agriculture are conducting a long-term, zero-tolerance 

blitz on transport of fruit and vegetables in to South Australia so check that you are not 

carrying any produce as the fines are heavy and goods will be confiscated. 

 

We are expecting a great weekend in your company. 

 

Wayne Jackson 

Secretary 


